
I have long understood that submitting my website to directories is the way to go about it. The problem is, I have 

absolutely no idea which directories are worth using, and which directories are just going to waste my time. I invested in  

BuyOriginalContent.com Directory Submission service after a friend recommended me to them. I asked them a few 

questions before hand and they were quick to reply back. I placed my order and waited a few weeks. Low and behold, 

within a matter of three weeks, I had hit the first page on Google and the traffic started coming in. I’ve already made 

enough profit from one keyword being on the front page of Google to pay for the costs of their directory submission 

service. I am launching a new website soon and will definitely use this service. It’s an inexpensive way to get good 

rankings and I can’t fault them at all!

Review from Ten/Directory Submission

Hubpage creation is a great way to get targeted one-way traffic that converts extremely well. Unfortunately, I don’t have 

the time nor effort to make these myself. I’m glad to say that BuyOriginalContent.com have done a great job of 

writing SEO optimized Hub’s that are currently ranking well in Google. Their level of writing is superb and they have 

put just the right amount of keywords in the content to rank them well. It’s been two weeks now and I’ve already started  

to see referral traffic coming from the hubs they have created for me. These are long-term investments too, because they  

will never disappear. I can’t moan at the fact that my e-mail subscription list is constantly growing. I may just invest in 

several more hubpages to begin getting more targeted traffic. Absolutely fabulous service from these guys. Will be back  

for more very soon!

Review from Jane/HubPage Creation

As an internet entrepreneur, I currently have a portfolio of over 60 websites. I generally add a new website to my 

portfolio every week or so. Keeping all of my sites up-to-date with fresh content is extremely time consuming. Not to 

mention the fact that I need to submit a press release every time I launch a new site. Then, I have to create web 2.0 

pages and hubpages for added one-way backlinks and so forth. By outsourcing the work to BuyOriginalContent.com 

, I’ve been able to focus on actually marketing the site and building the website to within my own SEO standards. Once 

they deliver the order, I can schedule the fresh content to be published every few days – which gives Google’s the signs it  
needs to rank them well. I have used BuyOriginalContent.com for months now, and will continue to use them for 

every new site I make!

Review from Michell/Article Writing Service


